1. Call to Order (Daley)

2. Approval of Minutes from April 1 (Daley/All)

3. Announcements
   a. Proposals posted for CoC and faculty review: (Daley)
      No proposals submitted for CoC and faculty review
   b. Proposals submitted for CoC completeness review: (Daley)
      No proposals submitted for CoC completeness review
   c. Administrative approvals by the Dean
      No administrative approvals

4. Updates from the Dean (Shannon)

5. Old Business:
   a. xxxx96 generic course descriptions (Daley)
   b. Study Abroad course (Shannon)
   c. Minor Enrollment Form (Shannon)
   d. Guidance document for differentiation between course levels (Wagner, Cohen, Whitmore, Bujanovic)
   e. Discussion of EFB/GSA shared resource surveys (Margolis, Cohen)

6. New Business:
   a. Proposals for action:
      See attachment to this agenda
   b. Other
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Proposals for Action:

1. EHS 480 Hazardous Materials Management (new) (comment)
2. EHS 680 Hazardous Materials Management (new) (comment)
3. ERE 440 Water and Wastewater Treatment (revision) (comment)
4. ERE 640 Water and Wastewater Treatment (revision) (comment)
5. GNE 271 Statics (new)
6. ERE 380 Energy Systems Engineering (new)
7. ERE 480 Fate and Transport of Contaminants in Environmental Systems (new) (comment)
8. ERE 340 Engineering Hydrology and Hydraulics (revision) (comment)
9. ERE 540 Engineering Hydrology and Hydraulics (revision) (comment)
10. ERE 275 Ecological Engineering (revision)
11. ERE 132 Introduction to Environmental Resources Engineering (revision)
12. ERE 371 Surveying for Engineers (revision)
13. ERE 468 Solid and Hazardous Waste Engineering (revision)
14. ERE 568 Solid and Hazardous Waste Engineering (new)
15. FOR 458 Advanced GIS (revision)
16. FOR 659 Advanced GIS (revision)
17. APM 115 Essential Calculus (new)
18. LA BLA curriculum revision (seamless transfer)
19. LSA 497 Contemporary Issues in Landscape Architecture (new)